Balto-Slavic Mobility as an Indo-European Problem*

§1. Background and relative chronology

In a recent long article in *Baltistica* (Jasanoff 2008) I proposed a new explanation for the accentual mobility of Balto-Slavic presents of the type 1 sg. *yedò* ‘I lead’ : 2 sg. *yedesì*, 3 sg. *yedètì*, etc. (= Sl. *vèdò* : *vedesì*, *vedetò*, etc.). The goal of the present contribution is to present a more expansive picture — to show, in particular, how the new framework for understanding mobility in verbs translates into a general historical theory of mobility, one that uses the same explanatory apparatus to account for the rise of mobility in nouns and verbs alike.

To put this goal in perspective, let us recall that the prosodic system of Proto-Balto-Slavic exhibits two striking new features vis-à-vis Proto-Indo-European. One of these is the accent-independent contrast between “acute” and non-acute long vowels and diphthongs, most commonly realized in the daughter languages as an intonational contrast on accented vowels. Following a practice adopted in earlier publications, I will mark acuteness here by underlining. Thus, e.g., the nom. sg. of the oft-cited BS word for “crow” was *yornā*, with two acute syllables, the first accented and the second not; the nom. sg. of the etymologically related word for “raven” was *yornòs*, with two non-acute syllables, the second accented and the first not. Proto-BS *yornā* eventually gave Lith. várna, with falling (formerly rising) intonation on the first syllable, and Bosnian-Croatian-Serbian vrâna, with short falling intonation on the first syllable. Proto-BS *yornòs* eventually gave Lith. vañnas, with rising (formerly falling) intonation on the first syllable, and BCS vrâns, with long falling intonation on the first syllable. In order to understand developments in the post-BS period, it is essential to remember that acuteness at the BS level was wholly independent of the accent; a word might have as many acute syllables as it had long vowels or diphthongs, but only one accented syllable, which could be acute or non-acute. The phonetic interpretation of the acuteness contrast is debated. Pitch as such is not likely to have been involved; the pitch-related (i.e., intonational) effects associated with acuteness in the historical Baltic and Slavic languages are the result of interactions of acuteness with the accent. A more probable hypothesis is that acute nuclei were originally “checked” vis-à-vis their non-acute counterparts, i.e., provided with a glottal feature similar to a Danish *stød* or Latvian broken tone.2

* I am indebted to Michael Flier for his patient advice and assistance while this paper was in the planning stages. In preparing the written version I have found it useful to consult Olander’s recent study of mobility (Olander 2009; henceforth simply “Olander”), which was not available to me at the time of the Opa Workshop.

1 I use the standard symbols to mark the Slavic accent; where no confusion would result, forms are cited as they would have appeared prior to the retraction from final yers. For Balto-Slavic preforms I employ the accent signs /`/ and /ˈ/, the use of which is explained in §2.

2 The “glottalic” reading of acuteness is found as early as Vaillant (1936: 114 f.). Kortlandt (2009: 1) describes the glottalic character of the acute, which he links to the glottalic theory of the PIE stop system, as “the central tenet of my accentological theory.” My own (quite different) view of the origin of acuteness, first presented in Jasanoff (2004: 251 f.), is repeated briefly below.
The other major prosodic innovation of Balto-Slavic is a new and distinctive type of accentual mobility in paradigms. Mobile nouns and verbs, which are far more numerous in Balto-Slavic than in any other branch of the IE family, show a “bipolar” stress pattern, with movement of the ictus between the first and last syllables of the word. Thus, e.g., the Lithuanian word for “head” is galvà in the nom. sg., but gâlvâ in the acc. sg. and galvomis in the instr. pl.; the Old Russian verb meaning “bake” is pëku in the 1 sg. pres., but pecëtë (< *-etë) in the 3 sg. and pecëtë in the 2 pl. It is characteristic and typical that the mobility of these forms is secondary in IE terms; ā-stems like galvà and simple thematic presents like pre-Sl. *peke/o- had columnar accent in the parent language.3

Since the appearance of Stang (1957) and the ascendancy of the Moscow School’s “morphological” approach to BS accentology (see, e.g., Dybo 1981), it has been clear that acuteness and mobility are historically independent phenomena. Prior to Stang’s work, the dominant framework for the study of BS accentology was the so-called “classical” theory, which sought to explain the position of the accent in individual inflected forms through an assortment of intonation-sensitive advancement and retraction rules. Prominent among these rules were Saussure’s Law, by which an acute syllable attracted the accent rightward from a non-acute syllable in Lithuanian and, it was claimed, Slavic; and Hirt’s Law, by which the accent was (according to one interpretation) drawn leftwards by a preceding acute vowel. The desperate inadequacy of this approach, even under the most sympathetic reading of the case for Saussure’s Law in Slavic, can be seen from the disorder and confusion of a presentation like Shevelov (1964: 38-80). The prevalent modern view, by contrast, holds that 1) Saussure’s Law (e.g., *râńkâ > Lith. rankâ ‘hand’) was a purely Lithuanian development; 2) Saussure’s Law-like effects in Slavic (e.g., pre-Sl. nom. *žëna, acc. *žénq > Sl. *žen, *ženõ, ‘wife’) were produced by a wholly different rule, Dybo’s Law; and 3) Hirt’s Law (e.g., *uhl-rô̞- > Lith. výras ‘husband’) was triggered by tautosyllabic *VH- sequences, not by acute vowels or diphthongs. None of the three rules — Saussure’s Law, Dybo’s Law, or Hirt’s Law — played any role in the creation of mobility.

Not only were the advent of mobility and the rise of the acute: non-acute contrast separate post-IE events; it is also clear that the former preceded the latter. The two were separated by Hirt’s Law. As seen by Kortlandt (1977: 321-22) and Dybo (1981: 33 ff.), Hirt’s Law was responsible for the retraction of the accent onto the stem vowel in the “heavy” case forms of mobile ā-stems, which under the normal rules for mobile stems would properly have been oxytone: cf. PSl. dat. pl. *golvāmën < *-âh₂-mos < *-ah₂-mòs, loc. pl. *golvāxë < *-âh₂-su < *-ah₂-sù, etc.4 Similarly in

---

3 The contrary view — that the mobility of vocalic-stem nouns and thematic verbs was inherited from PIE — has had distinguished adherents in the past and continues to have them today, but is no longer remotely tenable from an IE point of view. Cf. Olander (47-8).

4 Otherwise Olander (187 ff.), who considers the position of the accent in *golvāmën, *-āxn, etc. to be original. Olander denies strict bipolarity for Balto-Slavic: for him, the final accent of Slavic dat. pl. *-mò, loc. pl. *-xù, instr. pl. *-mì, 3 sg. *-nù, 2 pl. *-tù, etc. is due to Dybo’s Law, and the final accent of the corresponding Lithuanian forms is due either to Saussure’s Law (e.g., instr. pl. -(ii)mìs < *(ii)mës) or to analogy (e.g., loc. pl. (dial.) -(i)sù). Olander’s preforms in *-imos, *-lsu, *-ëti, etc. would in my view have been eliminated by Saussure-Pedersen’s Law (§4) in the BS period.
mobile verbs, where the sigmatic forms of the aorist are in principle oxytone (e.g., PSl. 1 sg. *u-merkʰ- ‘I died’), the accent is displaced one syllable to the left in roots of the structure *C(R)VH- (*dā✈a ‘I gave’ < *doh₁-s(ο)m < *doh₁-s(ο)m). The fact that mobility is older than Hirt’s Law means that it is also older than two changes that postdate Hirt’s Law — the development of syllabic liquids and nasals (*R) to sequences of the type *iR (*uR), and the loss of tautosyllabic laryngeals with compensatory lengthening. The chronological sequence is illustrated by the word for “full” (Lith. pilnas): PIE *pʰl₁-n-o > *pʰl₁-no- (Hirt’s Law) > *pʰl₁-no- (*R > *iR) > *pʰl₁-no- (laryngeal loss).

It was with the last of these developments, laryngeal loss, that the conditions were created for the rise of contrastive acuteness. The loss of laryngeals left the emerging BS dialect cluster (like its neighbor, Proto-Germanic) with three contrasting vowel lengths — short, long, and hyperlong. As detailed in Jasanoff (2004), the “normal” (bimoric) long monophthongs had three sources: PIE tautosyllabic *-VH- sequences (e.g., Lith. (dialect) móter-, Sl. *máter- ‘mother’ < *mah₁-ter-), PIE short vowels lengthened before a voiced stop (Winter’s Law; cf. Lith. niogas ‘naked’ < *nog₃-o-), and PIE “organic” long vowels except in absolute auslaut (cf. Lith. žvėris, acc. žvėri ‘wild animal’ < *ghyēr-). The less frequent hyperlong (trimoric) monophthongs were the reflex of PIE long vowels in absolute auslaut (cf. Lith. akmuō ‘stone’ < *-o) and of secondary long vowels arising from contraction across a laryngeal hiatus (e.g., Lith. gen. sg. galvōs < *-ah₁-es). The classical BS acute: non-acute contrast arose through a reversal of markedness: the former hyperlongs (marked) were reinterpreted as longs (unmarked), and the former longs (unmarked) were reinterpreted as shortened or “checked” longs (marked). The assignment of the “checked” feature (probably glottalization) to bimoric longs was systematic, extending also to cases like *pʰl₁-no-, *žënto- ‘son-in-law’ (< *ţënh₁-), etc., where the long vowel was followed by a sonant in the same syllable. When the vowel in such sequences was subsequently shortened by Osthoff’s Law (*-V₁R₁ > *-V₁R₁), the “checkedness” spread to the *V₁R₁-sequence as a whole, producing contrastively acute liquid and nasal diphthongs (*pl₁nos, *žëntos vs. non-acute *ţil₁kos ‘wolf’, *råde; Lith. pilnas, žëntas, viškas, rankà).

The relative chronology of the establishment of mobility and contrastive acuteness can accordingly be established as follows:

1. advent of bipolar mobility
2. Hirt’s Law
3. change of *R to *iR (*uR)
4. laryngeal loss/ rise of acuteness

The creation of mobility, in its special bipolar form, was a very early development — arguably the earliest identifiable innovation of Balto-Slavic. Let us now consider what this innovation actually entailed.

---

5 The Slavic counterpart of Lith. žvéri is *źvéro. Note that the intonational disagreement is regular, a consequence of the descriptive rule that acutes become circumflex in mobile paradigms in Slavic (“Meillet’s Law”; see further below).
§2. The nature of mobility

The phenomenon that we call mobility in Balto-Slavic differs from the mobility traditionally reconstructed for PIE in a number of essential respects, bipolarity being only one of them. Movement of the accent between the two ends of the word, skipping intervening material, is not, strictly speaking, unknown in PIE; it occurs in nominal stems of the “amphikinetic” or “holokinetic” type, which were characterized by “strong” cases of the structure R(ê)-S(o)-D(z) and “weak” cases of the structure R(z)-S(z)-D(ê) (e.g., nom. sg. *yêid-ŷos ‘knowing’, acc. sg. *yêid-ŷos-m, gen. sg. *yid-us-ēs, dat. sg. *yid-us-ēs). But it is virtually impossible to see how the PIE amphikinetic pattern, confined to nouns in the protolanguage and moribund in Greek, Anatolian, and Indo-Iranian, could have been generalized to all mobile stems, both nominal and verbal, in Balto-Slavic. In actual fact, BS mobility does not seem to have been based on PIE mobility at all. For simple nominal stems, mobility in Balto-Slavic was determined not by whether the corresponding PIE form was mobile, but by whether or not the inherited nom. sg. was accented on its final syllable. If the nom. sg. of an unmotivated PIE noun or adjective was oxytone, the associated paradigm is mobile in Balto-Slavic, with a characteristic distribution of word-initial and word-final accents (here denoted x . x and x . x, respectively) that in most cases varies only minimally from stem type to stem type. The accentual “curve” of a mobile nominal stem can be illustrated with the u-stem *sūnu- ‘son’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sg.</th>
<th>pl.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nom. x . ĺ</td>
<td>ĺ . x ([sūnūs], *synove)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acc. ĺ . ĺ</td>
<td>ĺ . x (sūnu)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gen. x . ĺ</td>
<td>x . ĺ ([sūnais], *synov &lt; *-ovė)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loc. x . ĺ</td>
<td>x . ĺ (sānujē, PSl. *synū)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dat. ĺ . ĺ</td>
<td>x . ĺ (sānumūs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instr. x . ĺ</td>
<td>x . ĺ (sānumī)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The distribution of left- and right-accented forms is almost identical in i-, ā-, and consonant stems. Individual cases, such as the deviant instr. sg. of ā-stems and the interestingly aberrant accentual paradigm of o-stems, will be covered at appropriate points in the discussion below.

The most important group of mobile verbs go back to stably root-accented simple thematic presents of the type PIE *yēdh-e/o- ‘lead’, *pēk-v-e/o- ‘bake’, etc. Thematic stems containing a suffix or infix (*-j-e/o-, *-n(C)e/o-), etc.) were for the most part not mobile in Balto-Slavic; nor were athematic presents other than BS *gīd- ‘eat’ and

---

8 For the notation and an overview of the PIE nominal ablaut-accent types see Meier-Brügger (2002: 203 ff.).
9 So Illich-Svitych (1963), who, however, wrongly attributed the “oxytone-mobile” accent type to PIE itself.
8 Illustrations are from Lithuanian alone unless a more interesting or original form is preserved in Slavic. For reasons of space and focus, the dual is not discussed in this paper.
9 Cf. Olander (173 ff.). The direct comparative evidence for *synovī, with initial accent, is meager. But since all other dat. sg.’s were accented on the root syllable in Proto-Slavic, there is no reason to believe the u-stems were an exception.
*dōd-* ‘give’, which were mobile in Balto-Slavic but had fixed initial accent in PIE (*dōd-* < “Narten” present *hēd-mi, 3 pl. *hēd-ŋti; *dōd-* < reduplicated present *dōdoh-mi for *dēdoh-mi, 3 pl. *dēdoh-ŋti). Mobility in verbs was manifested in two ways. As in nouns, the accent alternated between the beginning and end of the word according to a prescribed pattern. In addition, the subset of forms with initial accent "threw back" the accent onto an accompanying preverb or preverbal particle. Since only the latter feature is preserved in Lithuanian, the accentual curve for mobile verbs must be drawn up on the basis of Slavic alone. The relevant forms of the present *vede/o-, with and without a preverb, are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>without preverb</th>
<th>with preverb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 sg. pres.</td>
<td>ĺx . x (*vedo)</td>
<td>ĺx . [x . x] (*dō-vedo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>x . x (*vedesi)</td>
<td>x . [x . x] (*do-vedesi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>x . x (*vedetē)</td>
<td>x . [x . x] (*do-vedetē)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 pl.</td>
<td>x . x (*vedemē)</td>
<td>x . [x . x] (*do-vedemē)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>x . x (*vedetē)</td>
<td>x . [x . x] (*do-vedetē)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>x . x (*vedotē)</td>
<td>x . [x . x] (*do-vedotē)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2, 3 sg. impf. (&gt; aor.)</td>
<td>ĺx . x (*vede)</td>
<td>ĺx . [x . x] (*dō-vede)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nom. sg. ptcp.</td>
<td>ĺx . x (*vēdy)</td>
<td>ĺx . [x . x] (*dō-vedy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gen. sg. ptcp.</td>
<td>x . x (*vedotjā)</td>
<td>x . [x . x] (*do-vedotjā)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The character of the accent in mobile paradigms is also noteworthy. Two kinds of initial accent have to be distinguished in Proto-Balto-Slavic: 1) the accent that stood on the left-accented forms in mobile paradigms (e.g., the nom. pl. of (non-o-stem) mobile nouns or the 1 sg. pres. of mobile verbs); and 2) the accent that stood on the first syllable in other kinds of words, including non-mobile nouns and verbs. The first kind of accent will be called a left-marginal accent and will be marked with a grave (ė). The second kind of initial accent — and any accent that is not a left-marginal accent — will be termed an in situ accent and marked ļ (cf. the usage in the tables above). The reason for distinguishing the two types is the fact, not always sufficiently appreciated, that the left-marginal and in situ accents were phonetically and phonologically contrastive in Proto-Balto-Slavic. The contrast is highlighted by three key differences in their treatment in the later languages:

1) In Slavic, Dybo’s Law shifted the accent of a non-acute syllable one syllable to the right in non-mobile paradigms only. Russ. nom. ženà, acc. ženà (non-mobile) is uniformly accented on the second syllable (PSI. *ženà, *ženò), while gorà

---

10 at least in the finite forms; the present participle is mobile (nom. vedās : acc. vēdantī).

11 whence later *vedēnts < *-etūs; cf. note 1.

12 Separate phonetic and phonological assertions are embodied in this statement. The phonetic claim is that the two accents were audibly different, so that a speaker, hearing a form like acc. sg. *sūnym a form like acc. sg. *yron, could tell that the first belonged to a mobile paradigm and the second did not. No position will be taken here on the precise phonetic character of the difference, although a better case can be made for a rising in situ accent and a falling left-marginal accent than vice versa. The phonological claim is that the two accents were represented differently in the Proto-BS lexicon. Here too there is more than one possibility: /i/ and /i/ could have been distinct prosodic phonemes, or the left-marginal accent could have been a zero accent, assigned by rule to the first syllable of unaccented words. The historical account developed below is compatible with either analysis. See further §6.
‘mountain’ (mobile) has root-accented ḡōru in the acc. sg. (PSl. nom. *gorā, acc. *gōrǭ). The pre-Dybo’s Law acc. sg. forms were *žēnǭ (BS *gēnān) and *gōrǭ (BS *gōrān), respectively; only the in situ accent was subject to the rule.

2) Likewise in Slavic, the two accents had different intonational reflexes in acute syllables. Acute vowels with left-marginal accent (i.e., ǯ) eventually surfaced with the Slavic falling (“circumflex”) intonation (cf. PSl. acc. *gó̌lvox (Russ. góľovu) < BS *göľuvān (mobile; nom. *góľuvā), while acute vowels with in situ accent (装备制造) surfaced with the Slavic rising (“acute”) intonation (cf. PSl. acc. *vörnǭ (Russ. vorōnu) < BS *vörnān (immobile; nom. *vörnā)).

3) ǯ and ęż also had different reflexes in Latvian. The left-marginal accent on an acute vowel (装备制造) gave the Latvian “broken tone” (gaľvu < BS *goľuvān), while the in situ accent on an acute vowel (装备制造) gave the Latvian “level tone” (vārnu < BS *vörnān). The left-marginal and in situ acutes fell together in Lithuanian (gālvą, vārną).

§3. Framing the problem

The preceding discussion has tried to show that mobility, in the special BS sense of the term, is a unitary phenomenon. Mobility is robustly present in both Baltic and Slavic, in both nouns and verbs. The nominal and verbal stems that are mobile in Baltic are etymologically approximately the same as the stems that are mobile in Slavic, and different from the stems that were mobile in PIE. The endings that bear the accent in mobile paradigms are the same in both branches, and largely different from the endings that were accented in PIE. The bipolar alternation pattern of mobile paradigms, with the accent moving between the left and right extremities of the inflected word, is likewise common to both branches, and different from the normal form of mobility in PIE. Finally, Baltic and Slavic agree in contrasting the initial accent in mobile paradigms, both nominal and verbal, with the initial accent in non-mobile forms. All these features were firmly in place before three other defining innovations of Balto-Slavic — Hirt’s Law, the change of *R to *R ( /*R), and the rise of the acute : non-acute contrast.

The creation of mobility, then, must have been both very early and very rapid. The pre-BS linguistic system in which mobility arose still had consonantal laryngeals, three series of tectals (*R, *R, and *R-series), and voiceless, voiced, and breathy voiced (“voiced aspirated”) stops. While it may have lost the PIE *ā : *ō

[^13]: Contrast this interpretation of Meillet’s Law (cf. note 5) with the more complicated standard account, according to which acuteness was lost by sound change in unaccented syllables (e.g., pre-Slav. nom. sg. *goľuvā > *goľuvā) and subsequently lost by analogy in root syllables (acc. sg. gołvox for *goľovā).

[^14]: So in the same vein Young (1994), who localizes the broken tone in “unaccented” syllables, a term that for him includes the left-accented syllables in mobile paradigms. Putting it in more neutral terms, one might say that acute vowels received level tone under the unshifted (= in situ) accent and broken tone otherwise.

[^15]: The claim that the labiovelars would still have been distinct from the velars is based on words like Opr. gantwēi ‘chase’ = Sl. gsnati, where the post-Hirt’s Law vocalization of *h as *mn must have been triggered by the preceding *g-R (PIE *ghem- ‘strike’). Cf. most recently Young (2006), with
distinction, it retained five long vowels and a full complement of long and short diphthongs, along with a moveable accent and a rich array of morphological categories. It was, in short, a late PIE dialect, and the task of discovering the origin of BS mobility can in this sense be considered an IE problem.

Our search for a solution does not begin in a vacuum. We know that end-accented nouns in nom. sg. (PIE) *-ís, *-ús, *-áh₂, etc. were the locus of mobility in (animate) nouns,† and that root-accented presents of the *yédh-e/o- type were the locus (or at least a locus) of mobility in verbs. A historical theory of mobility will therefore minimally need to include two components:

1) a “retraction module,” to account for the nominal forms (e.g., the acc. sg., dat. sg., nom. pl.) with left-marginal accent on the root syllable rather than the suffixal syllable (acc. sg. *súmun, etc.), and the compound verbal forms (e.g., the 1 sg. pres.) with left-marginal accent on the preverb rather than the verbal root (PSl. *dō-vedo, etc.);

2) an “advancement module,” to account for the “heavy” case forms of nouns (e.g., the dat. pl., loc. pl., and instr. pl.) where the accent is one syllable to the right of its historical location (dat. pl. *súnumós, loc. pl. *súnumús, etc.), and the verbal forms (e.g., the 3 sg. and 3 pl. pres.) where the accent is two syllables to the right of its historical location (PSl. *(do-)vedetī, *(do-)vedōtī, etc.).

The BS “toolkit” contains many real and alleged accent movement rules, most of which (e.g., Saussure’s Law, Hirt’s Law, Dybo’s Law; many others) were too late to have played a role in the origin of mobility. The conspicuous exception, with which any serious discussion of the problem of BS mobility must begin, is the so-called “dúkter-retraction” described by Saussure in 1896 (= Saussure 1896[1922]: 533 ff.).

§4. The retraction module: “Saussure-Pedersen’s Law”

In a seminal discussion that has been summarized many times over the past century, Saussure noted that the Lithuanian word for “daughter” was accented on the ending where the PIE form had final stress, and on the first syllable where the accent of the corresponding PIE form was word-medial:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Transcription</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nom. sg.</td>
<td>duktē</td>
<td>&lt; *dhugh-tēr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gen. sg.</td>
<td>dukterēs (OLith.)</td>
<td>&lt; *dhugh-tr-ēs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acc. sg.</td>
<td>dūkteri</td>
<td>&lt; *dhugh-tēr-ṃ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nom. pl.</td>
<td>dūkteres (OLith.)</td>
<td>&lt; *dhugh-tēr-es</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† Proof that the voiced stops and voiced aspirates were still separate at this stage comes from the fact that the reduplicated present *dōd(o)h₃- ‘give’, which eventually became *dōd(o)h₃- by Winter’s Law (cf. Lith. dūod-, Sl. dād-), was assigned to the mobile class on the basis of its short initial syllable (like *yédh(e)-; see §4 below). Where no confusion would result, the transcriptions used here will be informal.

The neuter, like the dual, must await discussion elsewhere.
He inferred that the initial accent of the root-accented forms had been retracted from the following medial syllable, and that mobility had spread analogically from such words to all animate nouns with inherited final stress (in our notation, nom. *gölůā, acc. *gölůā; nom. *gəstlis ‘guest’, acc. *gəstlin ⇒ nom. *gəstlīs, acc. *gəstlīn; etc.). The result was a framework for explaining the rise of mobility in nouns that still ranks as the most widely accepted approach to the problem of mobility as a whole. As such, it provides the natural point of departure for the analysis advanced here.

The dukter-retraction resisted formulation as a strict sound change in Saussure’s time; Saussure himself was famously unsure what to make of it. For most of the twentieth century, the rule was given a teleological interpretation and codified as “Pedersen’s Law” — an analogical change sometimes confusingly presented as a sound law. In the post-Stang-Dybo period, however, the objections to a purely phonological interpretation have all but vanished. The retraction can now be stated as a Neogrammian sound change:

**Saussure-Pedersen’s Law (SPL):** The PIE accent was drawn one syllable to the left from a word-internal short open syllable. When the newly accented syllable was word-initial, it received a distinctive left-marginal (falling?) contour:

$$\# x \mathord{\overset{\text{i}}{\leftarrow}} x \ldots > \# \overset{\text{i}}{\leftarrow} x \ldots$$

The left-marginal accent thus emerges as a phonological retraction product, typologically comparable to the Štokavian rising accent(s) (e.g., nom. sg. vòda < PSI. *vōdā; contrast acc. vōdu < PSI. *vōdọ), the late Proto-Slavic neoacute (3 sg. *mōžētā, and (at the subphonemic level) the Vedic Sanskrit anudāṭta (orthographic deva- for deva- ‘god’). In all three of these instances, the shifted accent originated as a phonetic anticipation of the historically accented vowel in the next syllable (a rise before a fall, a dip before a rise, etc.). The same must have been true of the left-marginal accent generated by SPL.

There are many advantages to the formulation of SPL as a sound change. The greatest weakness of Saussure’s original theory was that it placed all the responsibility for mobility on words like *dukter:- the comparatively rare and unproductive consonant stems were said to have imposed their mobility on the vastly

---

17 “Il est malheureusement difficile de dire le caractère qu’aurait cette loi, car il y a des obstacles à la transformer en loi phonétique pure et simple” (Saussure 1896 [1922]: 533, note 1).

18 Cf. Olander (48 ff., 210 ff.), with special reference to the role and changing character of Pedersen’s Law in Kortlandt’s work.

19 Kortlandt (2009: 60-61) seems to have misunderstood my position when he objects that “[t]he main problem with Jasanoff’s reformulation of Pedersen’s law as a leftward accent shift is that we would expect a rising tone on the newly accented syllable, as in SCR. vōda ‘water’ < *vōdā . . . , whereas we actually find a falling tone as its Slavic reflex, e.g. in acc.sg. vōdu.” I am not aware of any typologically grounded reason to believe that a retracted accent would intrinsically have favored a rising contour.
more common and productive vowel stems.\textsuperscript{20} With the 
\textit{diukter}-retraction recast as a sound law, it is no longer necessary to regard consonant stems as the special locus of mobility in nouns. The accental curve of mobile nouns (cf. §2) is hardly less at home in \textit{i}-, \textit{u}-, and \textit{a}-stems than in consonant stems, as can be seen from a side-by-side comparison of the “light” cases in each declension:\textsuperscript{21}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>case \textsuperscript{22}</th>
<th>accent \textsuperscript{i-stems}</th>
<th>\textit{u}-stems</th>
<th>\textit{a}-stems</th>
<th>cons. stems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nom. sg. \textit{x . \hat{x}}</td>
<td>*-\textit{ís} (regular)</td>
<td>*-\textit{ís} (regular)</td>
<td>*-\textit{áh} (regular)</td>
<td>*-\textit{é(R)}, *-\textit{ó(R)} (regular)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acc. sg. \textit{x . \hat{x}}</td>
<td>*-\textit{im} (analogue)</td>
<td>*-\textit{im} (analogue)</td>
<td>*-\textit{áh} &gt; *-\textit{áh,št} (analogue)</td>
<td>*-\textit{éR} &gt; *-\textit{éR} (regular)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gen. sg. \textit{x . \hat{x}}</td>
<td>*-\textit{éis} (regular)</td>
<td>*-\textit{eus} (regular)</td>
<td>*-\textit{áh,št} &gt; *-\textit{áh,št} (analogue)</td>
<td>*-\textit{(e) Réś} (regular)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loc. sg. \textit{x . \hat{x}}</td>
<td>*-\textit{ei} (regular)</td>
<td>*-\textit{éu} (regular)</td>
<td>*-\textit{áh,št} &gt; *-\textit{áh,št} (analogue)</td>
<td>*-\textit{éR} (regular)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dat. sg. \textit{x . \hat{x}}</td>
<td>*-\textit{eje} &gt; *-\textit{ejei} (regular)</td>
<td>*-\textit{eje} &gt; *-\textit{ejei} (regular)</td>
<td>*-\textit{áh,št} &gt; *-\textit{áh,št} (regular)</td>
<td>*-\textit{(e) Ré} (regular)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nom. pl. \textit{x . \hat{x}}</td>
<td>*-\textit{ejes} &gt; *-\textit{éjes} (regular)</td>
<td>*-\textit{éjes} &gt; *-\textit{éjes} (regular)</td>
<td>*-\textit{áh,št} &gt; *-\textit{áh,št} (regular)</td>
<td>*-\textit{éRes} &gt; *-\textit{éRes} (regular)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acc. pl. \textit{x . \hat{x}}</td>
<td>*-\textit{ins} (analogue)</td>
<td>*-\textit{ím} (analogue)</td>
<td>*-\textit{áh,št} (&lt; *-\textit{áh,št}) (regular)</td>
<td>*-\textit{éR} &gt; *-\textit{éR} (regular)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Also interesting in connection with these forms are the mobile \textit{o}-stems, which partly maintained their independence vis-à-vis the amalgamated accental paradigm of the \textit{i}-, \textit{u}-, \textit{a}-, and consonant stems. Here the conspicuous archaisms are the gen. sg. (e.g., BS *\textit{dróugā} ‘friend’), where the left-marginal accent contrasts with final accent in the other stem types, and the nom. pl. (*\textit{drougōj}), where the final accent contrasts with

\textsuperscript{20} The point is well made by Olander (50 f.).

\textsuperscript{21} The “heavy” cases (i.e., those (usually) marked by an ending of the form *-(\textit{V})\textit{CV(C)}) will be discussed in §5.

\textsuperscript{22} For each “light” case form, the table shows 1) the position of the accent in the shared synchronic BS accent paradigm (§2); and 2) whether the application of SPL to the inherited \textit{i}-, \textit{u}-, \textit{a}-, or consonant stem ending would have yielded the synchronous accentuation we find (in which case it is marked “regular”), or whether the accentuation of that particular form is analogical. Thus, e.g., the gen. sg. had final accent in Proto-BS (\textit{x . \hat{x}}); this was phonologically regular in the \textit{i}-stems, \textit{u}-stems (pace Olander 171 f.), and consonant stems, but analogical in the \textit{a}-stems. The dat. sg. had left-marginal accent in Proto-BS (\textit{x . \hat{x}}); this was regular in the \textit{i}-, \textit{u}-, and \textit{a}-stems, but analogical in the consonant stems.

\textsuperscript{23} The PIE ending was monosyllabic *-\textit{ah,št} > *-\textit{áh,št}, with non-syllabic *-\textit{m} by the IE syllabification convention known as Stang’s Law (unrelated to the Slavic retraction rule of the same name; cf. Mayrhofer 1986: 163 f.). The conjectural reconstruction *-\textit{ah,št} presupposes an analogical recombination of the stem in *-\textit{ah}- with the postconsonantal accusative variant *-\textit{m}; weak support for this reanalysis comes from the non-acuteness of the \textit{a}-stem acc. sg. in Lithuanian (*\textit{rank}, etc.).

\textsuperscript{24} The form shown is the endingless locative; the longer form in *-\textit{eR} was probably the source of the archaic and dialectal Lith. dat. sg. *\textit{dukter}.

\textsuperscript{25} In contrast to the acc. sg. (cf. note 23), there is no justification for positing a recombined disyllabic form (**-\textit{ah,št}) in the acc. pl.
left-marginal accent in the other stem types. Both *-ā and *-ōi are in fact phonologically regular: in the gen. sg. the preform was the PIE o-stem ablative in *-ō-h₂-ad, whence *-o-h₂-ad (> *-ā) by SPL; in the nom. pl., where *-ōi was the replacement of older *-ōs, the environment for SPL was not satisfied.²⁶

Let us now consider the forms that would have been subject to SPL in the verbal system. Verbs are the forgotten category in discussions of the origin of mobility; surveying the literature on the problem, one could easily get the impression that the only mobile words in Balto-Slavic were nouns.²⁷ Yet mobility is a unitary phenomenon, no less robust in verbs than in nouns, and marked by the same distinctive peculiarities (bipolarity, contrastive left-marginal accent, etc.) in both categories. If SPL, or any similar retraction, was involved in the creation of mobility in nouns, it would almost certainly have played a role in verbs as well.

In thematic presents of the simple root-accented type, an uncompounded stem like PIE *yēdhe/o- would have given BS *yede/o-, with initial in situ accent. In the presence of a proclitic particle, however, the accent on the root syllable would have shifted leftwards by SPL (*do-yēdhe/o- > BS *dō-yede/o-). Stable in situ accent in the simplex would thus have contrasted with stable left-marginal accent in compounds:²⁸

---

²⁶ Of the other o-stem forms, the nom. sg. shows secondary retraction in Lithuanian (draūgas; “Nieminen’s Law”); the dat. sg. has left-marginal accent, as in all the other stem classes (draūgu, *drāgu, analogical for expected *-ōi), and the acc. sg. has analogical root accentuation in Slavic (*drūgy) but retains its original final accent in Lith. namie ‘at home’ (< *-ōi). The acc. pl. has the same left-marginal accentuation as other mobile animate nouns (draugus < *draūgās (Saussure’s Law), *drūgy) — here, as everywhere outside the consonant stems, analogical.

SPL thus gives a much better account of the “light” cases than Saussure’s original formulation or its Pedersen’s Law elaboration. While the latter attributes mobility as a whole to the consonant stems (and makes even these analogical to root nouns), SPL explains the accentuation of most or all of the attested gen. sg., dat. sg., loc. sg., and nom. pl. forms of vowel stems, including the exceptional gen. sg. and nom. pl. of o-stems, by sound change. Only the acc. sg. and pl. seem to owe their accentuation mainly or exclusively to the consonant stems. The consistent left-marginal accent of the acc. pl. (*-ins, *-uns, etc.) is not, perhaps, too surprising in view of the left-marginal accent of the acc. sg. and nom. pl., especially since the contrasting oblique plural cases are all “heavy” and oxytone (cf. below). But in the acc. sg., where PIE *-im, *-im, *-óm and even unrecombined *-āhm (cf. note 23) should all have remained oxytone, the universality of the x . . . x pattern is genuinely puzzling. The possibility cannot be excluded that a separate rule, or a separate provision of SPL, retracted the accent from final *-VN# sequences.

²⁷ Olander’s compendious and extremely useful histoire de la recherche, covering over thirty pages of his monograph (14-45), contains more references to nouns and nominal forms than it is convenient to count, but only a single sentence (on p. 22) about verbs.

²⁸ I assume that prior to SPL, compound verbs in Balto-Slavic, including combinations with particles like the negation *ne, put the main stress on the verb proper, as in Germanic (cf. Go. fra-bāiríp, du-ginníp, ni húgíjp, etc.).
The basic claim was that some of the forms of the mobile paradigm were overgenerated 
le[:u:]t-or marginally accented in Proto-BS (*d`j-s práh-m) in the gen. ptcp. (*-ûsû), and 
emph{the advance module: “Proto-Vasiľev-Dolobko’s Law”}

In Jasanoff (2008: 364 ff.) I proposed a phonological solution to the “overgeneration 
with preverb

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>without preverb</th>
<th>with preverb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 sg. pres.</td>
<td>*yédoh</td>
<td>*d`j-s práh-m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>*yédos</td>
<td>*d`j-s práh-m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>*yédetsi</td>
<td>*d`j-s práh-m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 pl.</td>
<td>*yédoms</td>
<td>*d`j-s práh-m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>*yédete</td>
<td>*d`j-s práh-m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>*yédonti</td>
<td>*d`j-s práh-m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 sg. impf. (&gt; aor.)</td>
<td>*yédos</td>
<td>*d`j-s práh-m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>*yédet</td>
<td>*d`j-s práh-m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nom. sg. ptp.</td>
<td>*yédonts</td>
<td>*d`j-s práh-m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gen. sg. ptp.</td>
<td>*yédonts</td>
<td>*d`j-s práh-m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This display is quite different from the system we would be led to reconstruct for 
Proto-BS on the strength of the synchronic accentual paradigm of mobile verbs in 
Slavic (cf. §2). As we shall see, however, it was almost certainly an intermediate 
stage along the way to the attested distribution of left- and right-accented forms.

In overview, it can be said that the effect of SPL was to create, in nuce, the category 
of mobility. A mobile paradigm, in the sense we will henceforth use the term, was 
one in which one or more forms began with a left-marginal accent (I). In nouns, at 
least in the “light” cases of i-, u-, a-, and consonant stems, SPL directly generated 
the left-marginal accent in more than half the forms surveyed; analogical leveling across 
stem types did the rest. But SPL also vastly overgenerated left-marginal accent in the 
“heavy” cases (cf. note 21). Thus, e.g., in the u-stems, the gen. pl. (*-e Hom), loc. 
pl. (*-ũms, vel sim.) ought all to have undergone SPL (*-e Ho, *-u, *-ũms); yet these forms had final accent in Proto-BS (*-ũms, *-ũms, *-ũms, etc.). The same was true in the i-stems, the consonant 
stems, and some forms of the o-stems. In verbs, where only the compounds of 
simple thematic presents were mobile, the overgeneration was extreme: SPL 
produced left-marginal accent everywhere (*d`j-s práh-m, *d`j-s práh-m, *d`j-s práh-m, etc.; 
cf. above), yet the actual forms are more often than not oxytone (PSlav. *d`j-s práh-m, but 
*d`j-s práh-m, *d`j-s práh-m, etc.). These “wrong” rejections were corrected in the next 
phase in the development of mobility — the advancement module anticipated in §3.

§5. The advancement module: “Proto-Vasiľev-Dolobko’s Law”

In Jasanoff (2008: 364 ff.) I proposed a phonological solution to the “overgeneration 
problem” — the problem of too many left-marginal accents in mobile paradigms. 
The basic claim was that sometime after the operation of SPL, but still very early in 
the history of Balto-Slavic, the left-marginal accent came to be restricted to words of 
fewer than four syllables. Longer words, which had perhaps already developed a non-
phonemic final secondary stress, underwent a new sound law:

29 In the o-stems, SPL would have been regular in the gen. pl. (if < *-õ Hom), the dat. pl. (*õmos), and 
the remade instr. sg. (*õmi; Slavic only), but not in the original instr. sg. (*õh), instr. pl. (*õis), or 
loc. pl. (*õisu). In the a-stems, SPL would only have been regular in the gen. pl. (*-õ Hom); we 
shall see below, however, that the rule probably applied analogically in the other “heavy” cases 
(*-õsu, *-õmos, etc.).
**Proto-Vasil’ev-Dolobko’s Law (Proto-VDL):** Phonological words of four or more syllables headed by a left-marginal accent became oxytone:

\[ \# \hat{x}_1 - x_2 - x_3 - \ldots - x_n > \# x_1 - x_2 - x_3 - \ldots - \hat{x}_n \]

The name “Proto-VDL” was inspired by the obvious similarity of this rule to the synchronic morphophonological rule of Slavic known as “Vasil’ev-Dolobko’s Law.” The synchronic Vasil’ev-Dolobko’s Law (VDL) applies to strings of clitics and “enclinomena,” the Slavic reflexes of BS words headed by a left-marginal accent. The relevant part of the rule states that when an enclitomenon, either simple (e.g., ORuss. 1 sg. stvörju ‘I will make’) or complex (e.g., negated né stvorju), is followed by an enclitic, the resulting sequence is accented on the last syllable: stvörju + že = stvorju že, né stvorju + že = ne stvorju že. Since morphophonological processes of this kind are normally the morphologized remains of former sound laws, and since VDL in effect converts overlong strings of the type \# \hat{x} - x - \ldots - x to \# x - x - \ldots - \hat{x}, the hypothesis of a pre-Slavic or BS sound law along the lines of Proto-VDL would seem entirely reasonable. It is important to realize, however, that the motivation for Proto-VDL comes from the distribution of left-marginal and final accents in Balto-Slavic, not the behavior of enclinomena in Slavic. Even if a wholly different source were found for VDL — borrowing from Finnic, say — Proto-VDL would still be needed for its role as the advancement mechanism in a general theory of BS mobility.

The specific form of Proto-VDL was suggested by the straightforward correlation of accent placement and word length in mobile verbs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pre-SPL</th>
<th>post-SPL</th>
<th>post-Proto-VDL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 syllables</td>
<td>4 syllables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 sg. pres.</td>
<td>*do-ŷědho₂</td>
<td>*dò-ŷedoh₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>*do-ŷědhesi</td>
<td>*dò-ŷedesi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>*do-ŷědheti</td>
<td>*dò-ŷedeti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 pl.</td>
<td>*do-ŷědhomos</td>
<td>*dò-ŷedomos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>*do-ŷědheté</td>
<td>*dò-ŷedete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>*do-ŷědhonti</td>
<td>*dò-ŷedonti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 sg. impf.</td>
<td>*do-ŷēdes</td>
<td>*dò-ŷedes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>*do-ŷědhet</td>
<td>*dò-ŷedet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nom. sg. ptpc.</td>
<td>*do-ŷědhortis</td>
<td>*dò-ŷedonts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gen. sg. ptpc.</td>
<td>*do-ŷědhonti-</td>
<td>*dò-ŷedonti-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

30 Example taken from Lehfeldt (2001: 34).
31 Kortlandt (2009: 60) again misses the point when he refers to Proto-VDL as my “jargon” for Dolobko’s Law. Dolobko’s Law (= the rightward movement part of Vasil’ev-Dolobko’s Law) was a synchronic rule of Proto-Slavic and its early daughters, directly exemplified by productive alternations in attested Slavic languages. Proto-VDL was a hypothetical sound change of the BS period, possibly millennia earlier than the breakup of Proto-Slavic. To identify the two would be like confusing grammatischer Wechsel, the alternation seen in Germanic strong verbs (e.g., Old High German ziehaun – zōh – zugum – gi-zogun ‘pull, ziehen’), with Verner’s Law, the sound change that gave rise to it.
Notational differences aside, the post-Proto-VDL outputs are accentually identical to the quasi-attested Slavic forms in §2 (*dō-vedoh₂, *dō-vedo, *do-vedesi = *do-vedesì, *do-vedeti = *do-vedeti, etc.).

The accentual curve of prefixed mobile verbs can thus be directly traced to the sequential operation of SPL and Proto-VDL. The pattern, once established, was extended by analogy. Since SPL would not have applied in the absence of a prefix, the corresponding simplex forms ought theoretically to have remained *yēdoh₂, *yēdesi, *yēdeti, etc., immobile and with in situ accent. But a system in which a mobile “conjunct” paradigm (*yēdoh₂, *yēdesi, *yēdeti, etc.) contrasted with an immobile “absolute” paradigm (*yēdoh₂, etc.) would have cried out for analogical repair. The chosen solution was the creation of free-standing *yēdoh₂, *yēdesi, *yēdeti, etc., with mobility imported into the simplex from the compounds.33 Mobility was also analogically extended from high-frequency thematic presents like *yede/o- (< *peke/o- < *pēķe/o- ‘bake’, *yēze/o- < *yēgéhe/o- ‘convey’, *bere/o- < *bēhre/o- ‘take’, etc.), where the root syllable was short and open, to cases like *yelke/o- < *yēlke/o- ‘drag’ (Lith. velkà, něvelka; Sl. *vělko, *velčetì), where the root syllable was closed and impervious to SPL. Under the influence of roots of the structure *CVC-, all simple thematic presents with historical root accentuation became mobile in Balto-Slavic.

Other morphologically defined groups of presents came to be associated with the absence of mobility. In the -je/o-presents built to “heavy” roots (e.g., *lēîg̊-je/o- ‘lick’, *pēîk-je/o- ‘paint, draw’) neither SPL nor (a fortiori) Proto-VDL would ever have applied, regardless of whether a preverb was present. Sequences of the type 1 sg. *(ne) lēîghoh₂, 3 sg. *(ne) lēîghjeti consequently persisted as *(ne) lēîžjoh₂, *(ne) lēîžjeti, regularly yielding immobile paradigms in both Baltic and Slavic (cf. Lith. (ne)līčžia, ptcp. līčžisq;34 Russ. līžú, līžeš, etc. (type b)). In another immobile group, the BS inchoative nasal presents of the type Lith. 3 p. (su-)buñda ‘wake(s) up’, PSl. 3 sg. *(v̥n̥z-)-bğu(d)nētib (< *bud-n-) ‘id.’, a slightly different picture unfolded. Here there was tension between the simplex, where SPL generated a left-marginal accent in most of the forms (*b кудети (“mobile”) < *b hudhēti), and the compounds, where the retracted accent was word-internal and hence in situ (*su-bｕndeti

32 The terms are borrowed from Celtic, where finite verbs have a special “conjunct” form used with preverbs and proclitic particles. Cf. Old Irish 3 sg. berid ‘brings’ (absolute) vs. ni beir ‘does not bring’, do-b eir ‘gives’ (conjunct).

33 As noted in my 2008 discussion (367, note 52), a close parallel to this development can be seen in the recessive accentuation of finite verbs in Greek. Greek presents of the type deîkn̥- ‘show’ were originally accented on the suffix in the singular (1 sg. *deîkn̥mì; cf. Vedic Skt. sg. 1 knmì ‘I do’) and on the endings in the plural (1 pl. *deîknm̥n; cf. kn̥m̥nh). In composition, however, the verb proper cliticized to the preverb, giving sequences of the type *prodeîkn̥mì, *prodeîknm̥n, etc. These were eventually subject to the “recessive accent rule,” which advanced the accent to the leftmost position permitted in Greek, the antepenult or (if the final syllable was long) the penult. Compound verbs thereby acquired “recessive” accent (*prodeîkn̥m̥nì, *prodeîknm̥n). This, in a move highly reminiscent of Balto-Slavic, was analogically extended to the simplex (*deîkn̥mì, *deîknm̥n ⇒ *deîkn̥mì, *deîknm̥n).

34 The nom. sg. of the participle is accented in mobile paradigms in Lithuanian (-̌̃s, -̌̃s, -̌̃s; cf. note 10).
Especially interesting is the Slavic treatment of the PIE iterative-causatives in *

-\text{\textipa{\text{-e}je/o-}}. Prior to the contraction of *-eje/o- to -i- and the other changes that gave the verbs in \textit{-iti} their distinctive formal profile in Slavic, presents like *\textit{prok-\textipa{-e}je/o-} ‘ask’ underwent SPL, producing a “mobile” simplex 1 sg. *\textit{pro\textipa{-o}sejoh\textipa{-i}}, 3 sg. *\textit{pro\textipa{-o}sejeti}, and “immobile” compounds of the type *\textit{po-pro\textipa{-o}sejoh\textipa{-i}}, 3 sg. *\textit{po-pro\textipa{-o}sejeti}. Extrapolating from the way such mobile: immobile differences were resolved in the simple thematic presents (*\textit{yede/o-}), the nasal presents (*\textit{bunde/o-}), and the Baltic presents in -\textit{sta-}, one might have expected the pattern of the compounds — in this case immobility — to prevail. And so it did, at least in the majority of cases (cf. Russ. \textit{pro\textipa{s}u̯} and \textit{popro\textipa{s}u̯}, \textit{prósiš} and \textit{poprósiš}’, etc.; type b)). But it is notable that in the -\textit{eje/o}-presents, unlike the nasal and -\textit{ske/o}-types, the majority of the theoretically expected simplex forms with left-marginal accent would have been tetrasyllabic and hence subject to Proto-VDL (*\textit{pro\textipa{o}sejesi} > *\textit{pro\textipa{o}sejesi}, *\textit{pro\textipa{o}sejeti} > *\textit{pro\textipa{o}sejeti}, etc.). Mobility would thus have been more robustly established in the -\textit{iti} verbs than in the nasal and -\textit{sta}-presents — a fact that may help explain some of the accentological anomalies of this class in the historical languages.\footnote{Among these anomalies, I mention only the dialectal BCS pattern \textit{lòmim} ‘break’ (mobile) vs. \textit{pòlomim}, \textit{slòmim} (immobile), which has recently given rise to a controversial exchange in the literature. Kortlandt (2005: 127) claims that the pattern is old, stating that in \textit{pòlomim}, \textit{slòmim} “the root vowel received the stress from the prefix as a result of Dybo’s law.” Kapović (2005: 38 f.) denies this, arguing that \textit{pò-}, \textit{slò-} is an innovation and objecting to Kortlandt’s reconstruction with an accented prefix. Neither position is entirely persuasive. On the one hand, the data cited by Kapović only reinforce the impression that the alternation pattern is proper to -i-presents, from which it spread analogically in some dialects. On the other, Kortlandt’s “explanation” merely transports the problem back to Proto-Slavic. While the matter must be left to specialists, I note that the phonologically regular treatments would have been simplex: *\textit{lom\textipa{e}jeti} > *\textit{lômejeti} (by SPL) > *\textit{lomejeti} (Proto-VDL) > *\textit{lo\textipa{m}iti} > BCS \textit{lomi} compound: *\textit{polom\textipa{e}jeti} > *\textit{polômejeti} > *\textit{*lô\textipa{m}iti} > *-\textit{lom\textipa{m}iti} (Dybo) > *\textit{polôm\textipa{m}iti} (Stang) > BCS \textit{pòlomì} The unexpected \textit{lòmim} : \textit{pòlomim} pattern thus emerges directly from our rules. 36 The prehistory of the Baltic -\textit{sta}-presents, with specific justification of the reconstruction *\textit{mř(h)sǩe/o-}, is discussed in Gorbachov (to appear). 37 The \textit{non}-mobile present types just discussed — the “heavy” -\textit{je/o}-presents, the thematic nasal presents, and the -\textit{sta-} (i.e., -\textit{ske/o-}) presents — show why the specific formulation of SPL in §4 is important. The rule did not apply to \textit{any} internal syllable, but only to short open ones; this is why we find Lith. \textit{nèvedu} and Sl. \textit{ně ved\v{y}}, but not Lith. *\textit{nělie\v{z}iu} and Sl. *\textit{ně li\v{z}ə}. The retraction did not automatically project the accent onto the first syllable of the word, but only onto the immediately preceding syllable; this is why we find Lith. \textit{něbu\v{d}a} and not *\textit{něbunda}. The non-mobility of the nasal and -\textit{sta}-presents also makes it clear why Olander’s effort (194 ff.) to trace mobility to the thematic-vowel-accenting “\textit{tudāti-type}” (e.g., Lith. \textit{suku}, \textit{nèsuku}, \textit{suk\v{z}s ‘turn’ < *\textit{suk\v{z}e/o-}) cannot be correct: stems that accented the second syllable, when not analogically assimilated to the *\textit{yède/o}-type (as was the case with the \textit{tudāti-type}, regularly came out immobile.}
In nouns, Proto-VDL was the main engine for the phenomenon of “heavy shift,” the movement of the accent onto the heavy case endings. In many of the relevant forms, as we have seen above (cf. §4), the PIE accent would initially have been driven leftwards by SPL (*-umīs > *-umīs, etc.). This was notably the case in the gen. pl., where the desinence proper was disyllabic *-oHom.38

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pre-SPL</th>
<th>post-SPL</th>
<th>post-Proto-VDL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*ghostējoHom</td>
<td>*gostejoHom</td>
<td>*gostejoHom (PSL. *gostojē̂, [Lith. -iū])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*suHnéyoHom</td>
<td>*suHneyoHom</td>
<td>*suHneyoHom (PSL. *synovē̂, [Lith. -ē̂])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*golHyāh:oHom</td>
<td>*golHyah:oHom</td>
<td>*golHyah:oHom (PSL. *golvē̂, Lith. galvū̂)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*dhugh,trōHom</td>
<td>*dûkterHoHom</td>
<td>*dûkterHoHom (?) (PSL. *dšěrē̂, Lith. dukterū̂)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The accentual history of the gen. pl. was thus precisely comparable to that of tetrasyllabic verbal forms like 3 sg. *do-vedeti / *do-vedetb (< *dō-vedeti < *do-gēdheti), where the final accent was displaced from left-marginal position by Proto-VDL. Let us now consider whether this explanation can be extended to the other heavy cases.

Unlike the *-oHom of the gen. pl., the endings of the loc. pl. (*-su), dat. pl. (*-mos, vel sim.), instr. pl. (*-mís, vel sim.), etc. were monosyllabic; the corresponding inflected forms of a disyllabic i-, u-, or ā-stem (e.g., post-SPL loc. pl. *gōtisu, *sūHnusu, *gōlHyah,štï) would therefore have been too short to trigger Proto-VDL. Not all stems, however, were disyllabic. Even in a consonant stem like *dûkter-, an -i- is inserted before the consonant-initial heavy endings in both Baltic and Slavic (cf. Lith. dukter-i-mís, PSl. *dšěr-b-mi, etc.). If this vowel was already present at the time of Proto-VDL, then all the heavy case forms of such stems, not just the gen. pl., would regularly have developed final accentuation (*dûkterisu > *dûkterisù, *dûkterimīs > *dûkterimīs, etc.).39 But there was another, more important source of “long” forms in the heavy cases, namely, the bulk of nouns and adjectives in which an underlying disyllabic stem was extended by a mobile derivational suffix. Consider, e.g., the case of the derived stem *h-arh,tlījó- ‘belonging to the plow’ (> Lith. arkīs ‘horse’; cf. ārklas ‘plow’). With the establishment and analogical extension of mobility in the pre-Proto-VDL period, such a stem would have yielded a normal mobile paradigm with alternating final and left-marginal accent (nom, *h-arh,tlījós, acc. *h-arh,tlījom, etc.). Included among the forms with left-marginal

---

38 Despite the aprioristic view that the PIE gen. pl. “should” have ended in *-ōm in consonant stems and *-ōm in o-stems, the comparative IE evidence (Ved. -aam, GAv. -aam, Gk. -ōm, Gmc. *-ōm) points clearly to a disyllabic ending in all stem classes. In Slavic, the resulting non-acute *-ōn was raised to *-ūn (cf. *-ū > *-u (>-y) in nom. sg. kany ‘stone’). From this emerged a Proto-Slavic nasalized yer (*-y), which, like nasalized vowels generally, was presumably slightly longer than the corresponding oral vowel *-u. The added milliseconds of length would explain the special prosodic effects of the gen. pl. ending in the individual Slavic dialects (neocircumflex in Slovenian, etc.).

39 regular only if full-grade *-ter- had already been substituted for *-tr- in the weak cases.

40 The application of SPL would have been analogical in the ā-stems; cf. note 29 and note 42 below.

41 It is impossible to date the insertion of the *-i-. Latin, where the consonant stems took on i-stem endings very early (cf. dat.-abl. pl. patribus, nom. pl. patrēs < *-ejes), shows that the spread of *-i- as a union vowel in Balto-Slavic, at least in r-stems, need not have postdated the relatively late (post-mobility) merger of *-u and *-im in the acc. sg.
accent would have been the “overgenerated” gen. pl. *hₐrhₐ,tlìjoHom, loc. pl. *hₐrhₐ,tlìjoisu, and dat. pl. *hₐrhₐ,tlìjomos, all tetrasyllabic and all eventually subject to Proto-VDL (> *iijoHom, *iijoisu, *ijomòs). The oxytone -i-0-stem forms produced in this way would have been a natural analogical source for *-oHHom, *-oisu, *-omòs in the simple o-stems. Such scenarios would also have unfolded elsewhere, including in the -i-̈a- and ā-stems. “Heavy shift” would have had a natural locus in cases like these.⁴²

§6. Summary and conclusion

The main claim of this paper, elaborating on Jasanoff (2008), is that mobility in Balto-Slavic is a unitary phenomenon, the product of two simple Neogrammamian sound changes that applied equally to nouns and verbs.

The first of the two rules, Saussure-Pedersen’s Law (SPL), states a commonly assumed retraction (Lith. dûkteri < *duktèrin) in a new way. Details aside, the main novelty of the formulation adopted here is that the phonologically regular output of the rule, when word-initial, is stipulated to have been a distinctive type of accent — the left-marginal accent (x) — which by its very presence marked certain forms and paradigms as “mobile.” Mobility at this early stage was different in detail from what it was to become later. But the phonetic distinctness of the left-marginal accent,

⁴² Note that starting from *-iJos, with medial accent, would have led to the same result by a slightly different path.

It is not surprising that a rule as far-reaching as Proto-VDL would have been followed by a series of major analogical readjustments; as we have seen in §4, a period of consolidation must have followed SPL as well. The complex interplay of sound change and analogy in the history of BS accentuation can be seen in microcosm in the treatment of the endings of the instr. sg., which have thus far not been discussed. The “initial settings” here would have been

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>i-stems</th>
<th>u-stems</th>
<th>cons. stems</th>
<th>ā-stems</th>
<th>o-stems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*-i-mi</td>
<td>*-i-uni</td>
<td>*-Ćrmi</td>
<td>a) *-aïh₂,oh₁</td>
<td>b) *-aïh₂,mi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The i-, u- and consonant-stem forms were replacements of PIE *-iH₂, *-aH₂, and *-RêH₂, respectively; the corresponding o-stem ending was *-ōH₂, preserved in Balto-Slavic but eventually replaced by *-omi in Slavic. The ā-stems show reflexes of two PIE preforms: a) *-aïh₂,oh₂ (< *-aïh₂,oh₂; cf. Ved. -ay₂), and b) *-aïh₂,mi, remade to *-aïh₂,mi in Balto-Slavic. From *-aïh₂,mi, *-mi was extended to the longer ā-stem ending, giving trisyllabic *-aïh₂,om₂,mi. Following SPL, which took *-i-uni, *-i-uni, *-Ćrmi to *-i-uni, *-i-uni, *-Ćrmi, the pattern x...x was generalized, so that all instr. sg. forms emerged with left-marginal accent:

* -i-uni | *-Ćrmi (*-Ćrmi?) | a) *-aïh₂,om₂,mi b) *-aïh₂,mi *-ōh₂

The inconveniently long ending *-aïh₂,om₂,mi was now apocopated to *-aïh₂,om₂, analogically inducing the same effect in *-aïh₂,mi (> *-ah₂,mi). On the eve of Proto-VDL the endings would thus have been

* -i-uni | *-Ćrmi | a) *-aïh₂,om₂,mi b) *-aïh₂,mi *-ōh₂

With the exception of consonant-stem forms of the type *dûkteri, (if these already existed), no “primary” instr. sg. forms (*gòstiti, *sùHuñumi, etc.) would have been directly subject to Proto-VDL. But the disyllabic endings would have induced Proto-VDL in trisyllabic stems, and the analogical extension of this effect (“heavy shift”) would have led to the situation that underlies the actual forms:

* -i-uni | *-eRumi | a) *-aïh₂,om₂,mi b) *-aïh₂,mi *-ōh₂

For the ā- and o-stem forms, cf. Sl. *galvojò (+ *drugomò; final accent) and Lith. gàlva, làngù (‘window’; left-marginal accent).
which is independently confirmed by its reflexes in the later languages, made it possible for speakers to implement sound laws that applied only to mobile, or only to immobile forms.

It must be stressed that there is no conflict between the historical claim that SPL gave rise to a contrastive left-marginal accent and the widely accepted synchronic claim that the left-accented forms in mobile paradigms were actually accentless enclinomena. The latter view, according to which forms like PSl. acc. sg. *gòlvọ or 1 sg. *vèdọ were inherently unaccented and received their initial stress by a default stress assignment process, is very attractive for Slavic, where it receives support from the behavior of the left-marginal accent under Vasil’ev-Dolobko’s Law (*nà golvọ, *na golvọ žè; *dō-vedọ, *do-vedọ žè). Whether the “enclinomenon” analysis can be extended to Proto-(East) Baltic or Proto-Balto-Slavic is less clear; no position has been taken taken on this question here. But at least for Slavic, and conceivably earlier, it seems likely that the phonetically and phonologically contrastive left-marginal accent of the immediate post-SPL period was rephologized as a phonetically contrastive zero accent. Such phonological events are well documented elsewhere. In Romance, e.g., the position of the Vulgar Latin stress was not fully predictable and had to be lexically marked (cf. ficatu ‘liver’ vs. plicátu ‘folded’). Modern French retains the stress in its Vulgar Latin position (faïe vs. plìe); yet in French, owing to changes in the segmental phonology, the position of the stress is predictable and assigned by a redundancy rule. The phonetic accent remains unaltered, while the phonological accent has been lost.

Our second sound change, Proto-Vasil’ev-Dolobko’s Law (Proto-VDL), takes its name from the morphophonological rule of Slavic to which it may have been ancestral. Its effect was to move an initial accent three or more syllables rightward—not any initial accent, which would clearly be false, but specifically the left-marginal accent of mobile forms. Unlike SPL, which can be regarded as a methodologically refined restatement of Pedersen’s Law, Proto-VDL is not a reworking of any older formula, but a genuinely new rule. In the context of a general theory of mobility, its function is to relate the right-accented “long” forms of mobile paradigms (3 sg. *do-ədeta, gen. pl. *sūnevōn, etc.) to the earlier forms with left-marginal accent from which they obviously derive.
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43 On the other hand, the picture presented here is not compatible with a historical theory that replaces a one-syllable retraction rule like SPL with a general “loss of accentability” in all words with codas of a given prosodic structure. The latter is Olander’s approach (155 ff. and passim), which I hope to discuss in detail elsewhere. Whatever the merits or demerits of Olander’s theory on typological grounds, I do not believe it accounts for the data.
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